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Speaker 1 (01:49):

So listeners, I am so glad that you're here today to meet these two people. So I've been talking to Alicia and Anna for
quite a while. Um, and I've been kind of like in orbit of fan land of the two of them for quite a bit because of the work
that they do inside of their program called the triple threat. And Anna's original business. Put me on self tape. And today
I just want you guys to give us a little bit of story or what you're, where you're at right now, today in the world of your
business and the way that you're helping actors, just so people can get a chance to know you a little bit better. Um,
because obviously I've already introduced you, but to see where we are today on this day, which is, you know, June 29th,
uh, as we're moving through the middle of the summer, uh, what's kind of, what's the weather report that you see from
people doing self tapes right now, whichever one he wants to start.

Speaker 2 (02:49):

Ooh, they're not going away guys. <laugh> they're not going away. The great thing about the triple threat that we wanted
to do was to build an online community for business craft and tech, because we can't just be an actor anymore. Really,
even in our, um, in our rise sessions, when we communicate with what's going on in the world, you can't just show up
and wait for an audition anymore. As a self tape, you have to be creating your own content. We have to figure out
different ways of networking. It's not like we're out hobnobbing and meeting casting directors. So we bring in industry
professionals to talk. And when we have industry professionals come in and talk, we've had Jen Cooper, uh, David
Rapaport, we've had other people in the industry, self tapes are not going away and that can be a really good thing for
us. So

Speaker 3 (03:38):

It'ss just, it's just a good thing. It's a great thing. And that's another mission that we're trying to do with the new triple
threat is, um, you know, there's a lot of actors who are very resistant to where the industry is moving and how
technology is affecting the business. They wanna go back to being in the room and that's just not going to happen. So we
want to empower you to love the process of making self tapes because that energy of getting back to your craft and
enjoying the creativity is what shows up in your instrument versus the energy leaks, the stress, the resistance to it, which
if you're not booking and you're hating self tapes, there's a correlation in that.

Speaker 2 (04:17):

Yeah. Well, and also the loop has changed you guys. So as an actor, we used to go in the room, we would get immediate
validation or kind of a dismissive validation. Okay, great. Thanks. But at least there was interaction, right. Or we'd get like,
oh thank you so much. Or let's redirect. Now we send out tapes and they go into the void. So a big part of the new triple
threat is also about a holistic way of training. So we're not looking for that feedback loop because right now the feedback
loop isn't necessarily callbacks. The feedback loop is okay, you're pinned or, or you're not. And you have no idea where
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you land in the world. So our validation loop has to come back to our intentional setting. And also we always say the pin
is the win. Also getting back in that office two months later, two years later is the win.

Speaker 2 (05:04):

So we're building, we have to look at how we're focusing our intention and when we send out these tapes, so we can
stay in the game and we don't get to feed it by our own mental health, because we don't have that validation loop. Yeah.
So there's so much that has changed. And so we have to kind of rise to meet it so we can stay in this. This isn't a sprint. I
love my I, one of my favorite acting coaches always said, this is a marathon, not a sprint. So how do we stay in the
marathon? It's the mental game. It's understanding the business. Now it's understanding the text. So just like what Anna
said. So when you get an audition, I have a 12 page audition later, I have to trouble.

Speaker 3 (05:39):

And you got yesterday

Speaker 2 (05:40):

That I got yesterday that I have a, a kid home with C and I have a, where I tape. There's no AC. So you know what? I gotta
just roll with it and see what happened. How am I gonna have fun? So I set an I'm setting an intention for this audition so
I can have a good time while I'm sweating and trying to figure out all this stuff and then send it off and then hope that
this casting office brings me back again. I'm not looking to hang my hat on the booking. So there's so much that goes into
being an actor today that five, 10 years ago, wasn't there, or the system that was in place was helping us at that time. It's
completely changed. Yeah. And the more, um, the more you are familiar with the camera, the more relationship you
build with your self tape and tech, you are a force to be reckoned with on set. Yes. I love you are a triple threat.

Speaker 1 (06:29):

I just love what you said, Alicia, around the, the feedback loop that we have that we've been programmed to want, and
it's not bad that we wanted it or whatever, but now like we, it is not there and it is not gonna be there. So how do we
reprogram or make a decision around it? And I love the intentionality. So like, how am I gonna make this fun for, I gonna
make a decision around it? And I'm sure, I mean, you work with actors at all different levels. And so there's actors are
like, yeah, I got my tech figured out or da, da, da, what is something you find yourself saying, like almost to every single
person when it comes to like their tech around self types, is there one thing you're always like, this is not good enough.
What, what comes up

Speaker 3 (07:00):

Stop using a blue background. That's the electric blue from the Amazon. I just did an IG reel about this. Blue is not a
universal flattering color for many skin tones. And at the end of the day, you have to do what's best for your skin tone.
And most people are taking well, commercial casting used blue. It has to be blue. No, I booked three commercials last
year using the color background that works for me. So we are also about, um, empowering you in your business. Um, let
me backtrack because I think, um, the reason why the new triple threat exists is, you know, and I come from 15 plus
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years of acting experience. Most actors tend to fall into two camps, right? They're either the artist, very, like I am all
about the craft. I'm not gonna do commercials that is beneath me. I'm gonna do checkoff and Shakespeare.

Speaker 3 (07:51):

And I'm gonna just, and, and don't even think about the business, right? They're hanging their hat on my talent will be
what rises to the top. And I'm going to get plucked. Then after years of that, not working out for you, you start to become
the business hacker, right? I'm gonna do all the casting director workshops, or maybe they come in it from that angle.
Right. Um, uh, casting director workshops. I'm just gonna figure out my type and my essence and take new head shots
every six months, cuz it's not working, but they haven't quite developed their product, which is their craft. Right? And
most actors tend to oscillate between the two frustrated by both of them, the new triple threat, why we call it holistic is
because we are bringing all of that together. If you don't have a product that's, um, steeped in craft, you're not gonna get
picked, booked, chosen, bought.

Speaker 3 (08:40):

Right. Right. Um, but if you don't understand the business, it's gonna create a lot of mental mindset issues with how you
approach your craft because you're gonna be frustrated by not understanding, Hey, my type right now, maybe it's not in
Vogue. There's not a lot of shows out there, but then you're not getting auditions, but then you're stressed because now
you're thinking it's your lack of talent. So it's us bringing all of that together in one place where you get to practice all of
those things and integrate and become a healthy person so that you can actually sustain a long term working career.

Speaker 2 (09:14):

Yes, yes. And community based learning guys, because it's a solo thing. You're at home making yourself tapes. Hopefully
you have a reader over here. You're not going to class. You're not doing certain things. So if you can join a community
and we can see, this is the other reason why we constructed our classes, the way that we did, we don't get to see how
other people audition. So that's why I have the podcast, that one audition, because it was the one thing that we never
talk about in the industry we talk about, oh, you've been nominated for an Oscar. How amazing, oh God, how did you
do? No. How about the working actor? Anna and I have been working, you know, I've been working for 20 years. How
about the person that goes up down to the side? How about if they bomb that audition or did this?

Speaker 2 (09:53):

So I wanted the focus of us to be on the 90% of the job that we do every day is auditioning. And how does somebody
else do it? Mm-hmm <affirmative> so instead of it being com like compare and despair have, you know, I see Rebecca do
an entrance for a set of sides that I did too hot. I can do that. I'm gonna do that next time. Yeah. So we can learn from
each other because you know, when it used to go in the room and I could hear somebody in the other room be like, oh,
that's interesting. They're gonna do it like that. Oh, okay. Well, let's see how each other it's like creativity. Yes. We are
creating something new, but not really beg, borrow and steal from each other and we can lift, we can raise together. So
that's the other thing when we have different levels of actors. Yeah. I don't think it's different levels of acting. It's just
how, how many tools and tricks do you know? So we like to give all the tools and tricks because our instruments are
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different. Anna and I, we're not gonna audition for the same thing. And if we do, it's gonna be totally different. And how
wonderful.

Speaker 1 (10:47):

Yes, totally

Speaker 2 (10:49):

Election. Not rejection. Okay. You wanna select Anna for this part? Okay, great. It doesn't mean I'm rejected. It just
means I wasn't the, the puzzle piece that makes this complete, they selected Anna. Okay, great. Yeah. Yes.

Speaker 1 (11:00):

Yes. So tell me when you're talking to people and they're talking about yeah. But as soon as I get there and I'm start
doing it and I get my reader on my computer and da, da, da, and there you see them in that downward spiral. What's
some of the, I know you said Alicia, you said like I find an intention to put behind. Yeah. Is there, yeah. Can you tell, talk
us a little bit more about where you kind of go?

Speaker 2 (11:19):

So here's the thing. If we have to, if we're focusing on like, oh my gosh, my reader's here. Da da, da, da. Where's our
Headspace. We're spinning. We're already spinning. So not that we can stop the spinning, but here's how I like to redirect
my spinning. So I start to put it into character thoughts, oh God, this is really frustrating to set this up. Where is my
character frustrated? And even before that, I like to set an intention, a measurable intention so that I can walk away and
not do what I forget. Who said it on my podcast, what's called a windshield audition where you like used to get in the car
and you'd replay your audition over and over and over again. <laugh> so we don't

Speaker 3 (11:55):

Through tears, through tears,

Speaker 1 (11:57):

No one has ever done that. What are talking about? Do

Speaker 2 (11:59):

It

Speaker 3 (11:59):

Right? What? And I do it like this. Exactly.
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Speaker 2 (12:02):

So I like to set, we like to set measurable intentions. And even when we, we teach class, we like to develop your critical
eye. So what is your intention? So then you can look at your tape and see like, did I hit that intention? So let's say my
audition later, it's a 12 page theme. I really, um, I wanna, I wanna discover something in my relationship with my husband
that I haven't done in my work. I want, I wanna, I wanna discover something. So now when I walk away from the tapes
and I look at the tape, I'm gonna select a tape probably where I discover something. And then, you know what, my job
here is done. I'm gonna walk away. I don't have to wor like, did I do my job? Yes, that was my intention. Oh, okay. My
other intention is, um, you know, people can do worlds of intentions. I wanna really have a strong prior moment here. I
really wanna work on my eyelines. It could be as simple as that, I don't care where you are in your process. I'm gonna nail
my eyelines. I'm gonna really create this world, which is what you should do for everything. But I really wanna make sure
that you have a measurable intention that you can actually see. It's tangible. Not like I love that when people say I wanna
have fun, great intention, but let's get something there's

Speaker 3 (13:05):

Not measurable. Either.

Speaker 1 (13:07):

That beautiful piece of you said about measurable, then lets me go, okay, wait, I did three takes. I can use my measuring
stick is what my intention was instead of which is the best, which is the most what they want us to like, that's so

Speaker 3 (13:18):

Powerful. It makes it, it takes away the power from the receiver and it gives it right back to you. Um, I wanna add onto
that cuz Alicia and I always piggyback off of each other. We're that's why the yang and the yang. Yes. Um, <laugh> so part
of that is, that's why we have the popups, which we're gonna do a model of it today for your community. Um, because
you don't know where you are on the staircase until you get that feedback. Right? So in people, our students, our
members will bring in their measurable inten intentions. And a lot of times we have to tweak it. Right. That's let's make
this more effective. Here's where you did. Great. Great. Now you're ready for that next measurable intention. So you
need moderate someone an outside eye. That's why we have directors. Can you, in terms of, sorry, can I just say one?

Speaker 3 (14:04):

Yeah. You asked about the tech. Yeah. Um, cuz I'm the tech mama, right? Yeah. So here's the thing. When you get into
that downward spiral of you're in the audition and the reader's not working and you're stressed out, it's because you
haven't practiced tech takes practice in order for it to be easy. Um, if you have an afternoon where you're not doing
anything, get yourself, set it up, play with lighting, play with it, ask your friend to jump on and be a reader so that when
the pressure of an audition is up, that is no longer something that you're thinking about. And I think a lot of the times,
especially actors who maybe go out once a month or twice a month, that's the only time that they're taking out their self
tape studio. Again, why we have the course that has self tape practice throughout all of our courses. So you don't
necessarily need to be in the live class to jump in and say, I'm gonna go into a module on, um, master yourself tape and
work on a self tape today.
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Speaker 1 (14:59):

Mm yes. Mm-hmm <affirmative> yes.

Speaker 2 (15:01):

Practice how you play.

Speaker 3 (15:02):

Yeah. Practice, how you play

Speaker 1 (15:03):

That's so, so, so good. And I think so I'll just, I'll just share with everyone. I had like a print slash commercial audition like
a year ago and my agent was, and I don't, cause I don't could do anything. I was like, my agents are really good friend. I
was like, fine. I was like $15,000. I'm like, okay, I'll do it. I wanted to jump off every cliff. It was the most miserable
experience of my life. I was like, and this is why I help actors. And I don't be one, but because also, but I also became very
keenly aware of, oh, you don't have this, this room is not set up to do a self tape. Right? So like, if this is why it's so
different, I was like, oh, this is why we need to have practice where this is not where we sweat.

Speaker 1 (15:36):

We sweat over this character feels so close to me. I can't wait to do it so well, I can't wait to find something. And like,
that's where we wanna sweat over and I don't even need sweat, but like we wanna put our energy there. Yes. And so it
was so I love that you said the practice, the tech, cuz I think that's a place where a lot of people practice my side, practice
my side, my choices, what's going on intention, blah, blah, blah, blah. But less on. Let me just make these not so
pressurized by let me do the recipe at least a few times before I serve it for a dinner. You

Speaker 2 (16:00):

Know what I mean? Well, and also it mirrors what happens on set guys, you get to set what happens first. They block the
scene. They see where they need to put lights. They see all of that before they see performance. Yes. You've already been
hired to do that. Now you have to fit the performance to the tech mm-hmm <affirmative> so tech actually always does
come first. So it's a really nice, um,

Speaker 3 (16:22):

Starting

Speaker 2 (16:23):

To train yourself to be prepared, to be on set. Oh my lights need to go here. Actually. I'm gonna punctuate this moment
here. I'm gonna use my frame here. I know what I'm doing. So you're getting practice to get on set if you're not on set
every day, which is where you practice, how you play be
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Speaker 3 (16:37):

On percent of are not on set every day, even, you know?

Speaker 2 (16:41):

So, so then this is where we can really take it into our own hands. So when you get on site, you are so ready to rock.
Actually they hire you. A lot of our, a lot of our students or a lot of our community, their craft was on fire. It was the tech
and now they got the tech and people are hiring then left and right, because they're seeing these tapes that they could
just plop into the episode. Yes. Or plop into the movie. Yes. Cause they understand the tech.

Speaker 1 (17:06):

Now I talk a lot about what you just said. Alicia lit up so many things for me cuz I talk a lot about how this business is very
evidence based right now. You need to show us that you can do it. Your resume is great, but actually do you have a tape
showing me you can do that. And what you just described is you may be sitting on great. I know everyone here is ly
talented and trained. You're sitting, you're like sitting on that talent because the tech isn't matching yeah. Where you are
at and you, you, you, in that, that, that magic dance you have to do between the two feels so, so, so important. I, and I
wanted to ask you something cuz you, you brought this up a minute ago and it was when you said like the, like having on
the staircase where you're talking, like where people have to tweak. Can you speak a little bit more? What you mean
about that? And in terms of like how the intention might change or what, what you mean by that?

Speaker 3 (17:45):

Yeah. So in our community we talk a lot about the staircase analogy and we find that a lot of the times actors wanna
jump landings and that's too broad of a jump, right. They wanna be like, great, I'm an actor tomorrow. I wanna book my
series regular role. I'm ready for it. Yeah. The staircase is okay. No, let's focus on that first step. Do you understand story?
Are you able to do the script analysis on the page to know what's the job of moving plot forward first then can you fold in
character choices that enhance your essay and bring your point of view? Great. So we are constantly measuring students
on where they are on that staircase and helping them get to the next step. Not landings because if you make a goal that's
too far reaching for you, you will let that goal go. Yeah, you will lose confidence. You, it needs to be attainable and
measurable so that you stay invested, encouraged, inspired. And so that's the staircase analogy that we bring to our
community.

Speaker 1 (18:50):

I love it because what I'm not hearing inside, I wanna make sure nobody ish hears what Anna just said. Now it's not,
you're not allowed to want that. You're not allowed to desire that you're not allowed to have a vision of that's where you
might be someday. But let's say is great where you are in your craft right now. Does it match the vision of the acting that
you have? Like are we able to fill in on those stairs? So you're not, you're allowed to say I wanna be a series regular,
someday. Great. Awesome. And now we go, great, great. That is up there. Top of the staircase for you. Let's see what
step you're on right now. So we can work towards that right now. Let's get this whatever role it is because I really think a
lot of actors can like dream small, which is not what I think you're saying. You're not saying you have to be a co-star
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forever. You have to be at 15 co-stars and then you can try to get a guest star. That's not, you're not saying it's PO what
you're saying is this is about how your craft fits into how well you can do that.

Speaker 2 (19:35):

Yes. We love, uh, this was given to me by a lovely therapist about how the brain works. You're unconsciously, unskilled,
meaning you don't know what you don't know. And then when you start practicing something, you are consciously
unskilled. Now you're aware of like, oh wow. I don't know. I don't know what I'm doing. And then we're gonna get to a
consciously skilled place where it's like, okay, I'm practicing the tools. I'm really practicing. I'm practicing my tech. I'm I'm
figuring this out eventually. Wanna, we wanna get to Michael Jordan's status where we're unconsciously skilled. Meaning
as soon as an audition comes in, Ooh, oh this is a horror film. I can't wait to do the kiss or kill frame. Oh my, my lights are
gonna go here and da, da, da, da. And then you do things

Speaker 3 (20:14):

Now you're playing now you're

Speaker 2 (20:16):

Playing

Speaker 3 (20:17):

Now. You're in flow.

Speaker 2 (20:18):

Yeah. But that cycle constantly works all the time. No matter where you are in your working, you know, actor status. I'm
20 years in every year. I like to set a new intention last year. My intention was dialect. Every single audition I did a dialect,
whether it called for or not, oh, it's Ohio. I wanted see in this little pocket of Ohio, what is dialects? But that was for me
to go up the stairs. So you get to look at where you are in your craft and the more you understand your instrument, how
you present and where you are, the faster you'll get to the unconsciously skilled place.

Speaker 1 (20:49):

Oh, I love that so much. Do you find that sometimes you'll be working with an actor and like this part is consciously
unskilled and this part really we're missing this, like this, like it's almost like it depends on the neighborhood we're in, of
what the scene is about or something. Totally.

Speaker 2 (21:00):

Yeah. And, and nobody is bad again. We just don't know what we don't know. So it, okay. Now you learn it and then it's
gonna be clunky for a little bit. You know, if anybody's parents in here, when your kid, when your kid learns how to crawl,
they take a long time to do that. When they stand up to learn how to walk, they fall down a lot. Nobody just gets up and
does something. Michael Jordan, didn't just all of a sudden be Michael Jordan. He was practicing and practicing and
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practicing. So I think there's this illusion and creativity that of overnight successes or my instincts are gonna get me
through. It might get you through for a job. Not for a career.

Speaker 1 (21:35):

Yeah. That underline that right there. People that right there is a big one. Yeah. I love that.

Speaker 3 (21:39):

And like Merrill Strait has her own staircase. Right. A lot of their times too, people think, well, I've studied this much. I'm
done. Well. Um, if that's your mindset, you're not an artist because an artist is about curiosity and that's, what's taking
you through the staircase. What am I curious about? What else can I grow? What can, what other level of my instrument
can I unlock?

Speaker 1 (21:59):

Yeah. Yeah. We talk about that a lot here. We say like, is there a way for you to have an intention? Like, are you bringing
sexuality into your work? Are you bringing status into your work? Or like, and I can only imagine all the conversations and
then I'm assuming, and I'm sure this will happen as you guys are working with you. And you're working with people is
that you find what are the things the person needs to work on only by, depending on the scene or what you see them
already bringing. Cuz I, I always remember this phrase that I, when I was in an acting class, you know, you don't need to
bring beach, sand to the beach. Like you already bring that piece on its own. Kelly doesn't bring it at all and she needs to
work on it. Right. Do you find like, is that some conversation you're having often?

Speaker 2 (22:31):

Always yes. Yeah. Always cuz our instruments are so different. Um, you know, not to get vulgar, I have resting face. I have
to do nothing to play a. I, I have sharp features, so I know myself. And if I get something where I'm like, oh God sassy, I do
nothing other than just present now girl, next store selling Kleenex for a commercial real hard for me to do guys. I have
to really, you know, go outside of the box. Somebody who has rounder features, you know, like just they're, they're easier
to sell that. So I know what I need to do to really sell sweet. Mm-hmm <affirmative> I need to crank up that essence in
me a little bit more just because of the way that I present. That's all I've show. So, so just getting to know your
instrument, we have some beautiful, beautiful actors in the community where it's like, oh wow, your instrument just
shows up so beautifully quirky. It is quintessential. It is just so and so there's certain, you know, characters that land on
that where you're like, oh, do nothing, please just, just, just show

Speaker 3 (23:31):

Us, show up. Yeah.

Speaker 1 (23:33):

Yeah, I do.
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Speaker 2 (23:33):

I love it. Yes. And then we know we need to know where to turn the dial on certain things. So when we give feedback to
it is individual feedback for where you are in the staircase, what you, what you're already bringing to the scene. I love
coaching. When people actually show up having done work, then we get to play a game of tennis and tweak and kind of,
you know, get to that place. But only because of what they're already bringing, we can enhance that.

Speaker 1 (23:56):

Yeah. That's awesome. So in all the work that you've done and working in your community and working with these
actors, what has it taught as we kind of wrap up here? What has it taught you? What has it given you? What's your big
takeaway that you're like, what are your students teaching you every day?

Speaker 2 (24:11):

I really, I love, I love a creative person. I mean, I've been interviewing creative since 2009 for a reason. I think that we're
incredibly resilient. I love the vulnerability for me. The things since I've really been coaching lately, that I've been putting
a lot of emphasis on in the podcast, as well as in the coaching is in the recovery. I think all, all artists, again, like I said, can
stay the road with a certain amount of encouragement with understanding where they are in the staircase and then, and
then just practicing where they are in their recovery. So mental health for me is more of been more of the focus for
myself and my own creativity. Um, and also with them because it is, it's the more curious we are, the more magnetic we
are. So that's where I think my I've hung up. My head is on the vulnerability, recovery artistry, curiosity, and I keep kind of
trying to stay there. So when I coach, when I act, I stay in that head space to have some grace in our curiosity.

Speaker 1 (25:17):

I just love that you said recovery, cuz I think that so often be like, did I get the job great. I know what my reaction did. I
not get the job who know I'm gonna now be disappointed? Like it's, there's no, there's the intentionality in that moment
can be lost because it's all about getting to the Olympics. Not the day after the Olympics kind

Speaker 2 (25:31):

Of. Well, it's all about learning. If we're curious, we're learning with open hearts and open minds and we have to be open
vessels as artists, as soon as we're self deprecating or we go into a spiral. If I was to implode after this 12 or I had an
audition a day ago, it was really intense, really emotional. Um, if I would've stayed hanging onto that or nitpick that this
12 page scene that came in, I would not have had an open heart for it. So we have to recover quickly. And I don't, I don't
care if that means you take a day, whatever your recovery process needs to be. That's where I put a lot of my energy in
now, because if you can stay in a, a recovery place in a curious place, my God, what are you gonna be available for in two
days, five days, five years, 10 years. I love it. We're here guys. If you wanna be a working actor, you're here, work. Let's do
it. Yeah. Yeah.
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Speaker 3 (26:21):

Um, for me it's, I mean, selfishly, I get to be around story all the time, right? When I'm coaching, when we're planning the
classes, when we're giving feedback, you know, I found this when I was in grad school and we got to be teaching
assistants. My work gets better when I'm coaching someone because I'm able to identify, I'm able to be in the presence
of choices that maybe expand my instrument, but at the heart of it, it gives me a sense of purpose and being in
community is so, so important, especially when we're on this path that it's usually a solitude path, right? A lot of the
times before this, before we moved onto a virtual world, I felt really lonely as an actor, you know, you're working on your
audition, you go to the room, you leave. There's nobody to like, you know, after a while you exhaust your partner
complaining about all that stuff. Right? So, uh, finding a healthy frame to deal with both the ups and the downs that in
are inherent on this journey is so important to have a community like that. And you know, that's in the moments where I
feel like, I don't know if I could keep going, I'll show up to a rise session and I'll be inspired by the members that I'm
supposed to be leading. I'm just like, I'm so grateful that you're here. Um, because they just like give me energy.

Speaker 1 (27:43):

I love that so much. I mean, that's just the side.

Speaker 2 (27:44):

Creativity is collaborative, so we have to collaborate. Yeah. So that's a big part of it too, is learning how to be
collaborative in coaching and, and, and how to help somebody support their creativity and not tarnish it in any way.
Mm-hmm <affirmative> I do not neither one of us adhere to the abuse that has to happen in order for your instrument
to show up Uhuh, I'd like to reward your instrument to show up more. And how does creativity blossom? Openness. Yes.
Openness. I don't want you to shut down. I want you to expand. Yeah. So I take great honor in being collaborative and,
and what an honor to get, to see all of your creativity. It's true. It for me, it's a true honor to watch somebody work.

Speaker 1 (28:26):

I love that. I don't think there's any better place that we could end today's conversation. I just wanna thank you so much
cuz what all what I hear from the bottom of my heart and for what I love about the work that you're doing is there's so
much dignity given to the people who are working with you, that we are not here to like let's rank, let's stick, let's pull up
all that emotional stuff. We've heard of so many acting coaches and teachers in this place where it can become that kind
of, this is the right way. And this is the wrong way. Mm-hmm <affirmative> and I just hear so much a rilliant energy for
rewarding, your uniqueness, your individuality, your all of those pieces. Yeah.

Speaker 2 (28:56):

And I wanna say one other thing too. I think it's really, really important that who you're learning from is in the trenches
with you. So Anna and I being working actors and, and having different opportunities, having different experience either
in, you know, training in a conservatory being on set, whatever it might be, we're in the ground, we're working with you,
which is why when we show up for the rise sessions or where we're doing certain things, we're in it too. So, uh, it's, it's
collective, it's present. It's the information that we're we're working on and giving is, is what's happening in the industry
currently current.
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Speaker 1 (29:30):

Yes.

Speaker 2 (29:30):

Cause we're also living it with you and trying to troubleshoot anything that we might encounter. That's really difficult that
we can encounter as a community.

Speaker 1 (29:39):

Great. Yes. I love that. I love that. So I know there are people who are listening right now who wanna know, how can I
find out more about them? Where can I follow them? Can you tell everybody where to go do that stuff?

Speaker 3 (29:48):

Well, you can follow us on Instagram at put me on self tape. Um, I post a bunch of Instagram reels with even more tapes.
Um, so always follow us there

Speaker 1 (30:01):

And wait, Anna, Anna is underselling herself, cuz these are better than tips. Y'all they're like lessons like they're full on.
Like you were gonna learn things and fall in love with her even more. So I just really go over to put me on self type on
Instagram, like grab your phone right now, wherever you're listening to this and jump on.

Speaker 3 (30:16):

Um, and our membership is@thenewtriplethreat.com,

Speaker 1 (30:20):

Right? And we will of course link to all of these things in these show notes and Alicia, please pump your podcast cuz it's
so special. Yes.

Speaker 2 (30:27):

And also, uh, that one audition, it's a podcast interviewing all types of creatives on how they got to where they are
through various audition stories. Um, so that one audition and another season is coming soon. So it is not going away,
but there's about 380 episodes guys that you can burn through everybody from Jason Mamoa to Leslie and Brant, it's a
very diverse group of working actors and their journeys. And you can follow on at that one audition or at Alicia Oxy two
on Instagram.
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Speaker 1 (31:00):

I love it. I love it so much. And 300 episodes is no small shakes. You guys that is some that is some good stuff in there. So
I really encourage you to go over there and start listening today. Thank you ladies so much for coming here. I've learned a
lot. Um, and I am so grateful, uh, for your time today. All right y'all.

Speaker 2 (31:16):

Thanks for having us

Speaker 1 (31:16):

For sure.

Speaker 3 (31:18):

Thank You.
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